SHIPSHAPE
BY: ERIC SCHMALL

"As the former State Auditor for Kentucky, I witnessed dozens of non-profit organizations whose governance was lacking because their boards and staff were often unprepared and inadequately trained. This clear and compelling publication by Eric Schmall offers a valuable roadmap to put any non-profit on the path to successful management. His inspired use of clever metaphors serves to actively engage the reader in learning from the helpful tools he provides."

Crit Luallen, former State Auditor for Kentucky

COST: $24.95

ShipShape offers your nonprofit a simple, engaging, and refreshingly unique guide to governing and managing your organization. This guidebook assures clear sailing into a wide-open ocean of absorbing ideas and stirring tales illustrating how to skillfully navigate your nonprofit toward mission success.

Drawing from over forty years of management experience, Eric Schmall offers a masterful and proven method of thinking about how nonprofits can and should act to bring the results they promise to their communities. Clever, absorbing, and easily accessible, ShipShape will leave you with a deeply practical appreciation of how to govern and steer your nonprofit with a steadfast, resolute hand.

TO ORDER YOUR COPY, CONTACT US AT THE INFO BELOW:

CNPE.ORG DWHITNEY@CNPE.ORG 502.315.2673